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Editorial

Anti-aging medicine has been a popular treatment strategy worldwide since its inception. Primarily, anti-aging medicine is used to improve the patients’ quality of life (QOL), promote healthy activities of daily living (ADL), and to protect from and treat various diseases such as various metabolic syndromes.

Factors, such as nutrition and dietary habits, physical activity and exercise, rest, alcohol drinking, tobacco smoking, and oral health influencing health and longevity are considered before diagnosis. These factors are fundamental for improving the patient’s quality of life and life-style. This concept was announced as a fundamental direction of “Health Japan 21” for comprehensive implementation of national health promotion by the Ministry of Heath, Labour and Welfare, Japan. However, the recent slogan is to promote and extend healthy life expectancy rather than increase of life expectancy until 2022.

From the perspective of anti-aging, the degree of aging process is evaluated through five fundamental elements/axes: axes of muscle, vascular, neural, hormone, and bone ages. The ideal path to healthy and long life would be the tendency of a balanced aging for all the axes. Any dysfunction in any organ or axis of the body requires treatment in light of the anti-aging medicine concept.

Further, there are various factors that are central for the evaluation. They include immunological stress, oxidative stress, glycative stress, psychosomatic stress, and sedentary/unhealthy lifestyle. By judging the degree of each risk factor, the priority of the treatments could be determined.

The QOL questionnaire has been used for various purposes. The Japanese Society of Anti-Aging Medicine (JSAAM) has developed the “Anti-Aging QOL Common Questionnaire”, which has now called as AAQOL questionnaire. The aim of AAQOL questionnaire is to improve the quality of anti-aging medical checkups.

To validate its efficacy and relevancy, it is imperative that of AAQOL questionnaire be tested using the functional age data calculated through various tests. A study was conducted (N = 5827) to test its validity. From the results, it was observed that the following items tend to increase with aging: palpitation, shortness of breath, gray hair, hair loss, tinnitus, arthralgia, frequent urination in 7/33 physical symptoms, shallow sleep, difficulty in falling asleep, and lapse of memory in 3/21 mental symptoms. Results of the structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis suggested that lifestyle-related items influence the body and the mentality. Exercise was identified as the most influential lifestyle factor.

The current version of the AAQOL questionnaire includes 33 physical and 21 mental symptoms, with each evaluation based on a 5-point scale. Further, the questionnaire also included sleep/exercise habits, smoking, and drinking as lifestyle-related questions. The questionnaire was arranged taking into account the Theory of Yin-Yang and the Five Elements.
We have investigated several analyses methods for AAQOL questionnaire, which included categorization of similar symptoms in over 50 items. Initially, we used four items for the first group and conducted analytical assessment using eight categories, with seven items each. The categories are as follows:

1. VDT-related symptoms: tired eyes, blurry eyes, eye pain, stiff shoulders, muscle pain/strain, lethargy, headache
2. Fatigue-related symptoms: overweight, lethargy, no feeling of good health, appetite loss, early satiety, epigastralgia
3. Persistent neurological symptoms: palpitation, thirst, headache, dizziness, tinnitus, lumbago, arthralgia
4. Depression-related symptoms: irritability, short temper, reluctance to talk, depression, feeling of uselessness, shallow sleep, difficulty falling asleep
5. Loss of self-confidence: loss of motivation, no feeling of happiness, nothing to look forward to, daily life is not enjoyable, loss of confidence, pessimism, anxious before sleeping
6. Anxiety-related symptoms: lapse of memory, inability to concentrate, inability to solve problems, inability to decide, a sense of tension, anxiety without reasons, vague feeling of fear
7. Autonomic nerve-related symptoms: dizziness, tinnitus, edema, sweating, frequent urination, hot flush, cold sensation
8. Fragile constitution: weight loss, skin problems, weak chest, coughing and sputum, diarrhea, constipation, cold sensation

For decades, numerous questionnaires have been developed and used. Among them, short form-36 (SF–36) has been widely used for indicating a rating scale for health-related QOL. Besides, there have been several other questionnaires, such as the WHO/QOL-26 developed by the World Health Organization (WHO) and EuroQol (EQ-5D) Health Scores. Some of the questionnaires were developed a long time ago, and thus are in use for clinical studies. This could be attributed to the rather difficult procedure and analysis method associated with these questionnaires.

AAQOL questionnaire is clinically simple and easy to evaluate, and thus it has been used for clinical research, for example Masters Athletes for physical, psychological, and lifestyle habits. AAQOL questionnaire is primarily useful for medical check-up, especially for identifying dysfunctional organ system(s). In Japan, the anti-aging medical checkup is called “Human Dock”, which is focused on assessing the degree of aging utilizing AAQOL questionnaire. The usefulness and the effectiveness of AAQOL questionnaire were validated following the analysis of the data obtained as a result of numerous researches.

In summary, the management for anti-aging medicine is necessary in a clinical setting. From such standpoint, it is imperative that a convenient and useful questionnaire is developed and used. AAQOL questionnaire is not only useful in medicine, but also finds application in food, cosmetic, and health industries, exercise equipment, sports, education, and occupational hygiene. It is expected that AAQOL questionnaire would find application in different clinical studies and help contribute to the development of clinical research in future.
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